Auchan Retail
Who are we?

Auchan Retail - 2020 key figures

€31.6 billion

Points of sale breakdown by format

consolidated revenue

10%
Drive (click &
collect) outlets,
Other

€1.6 billion
EBITDA (post-IFRS 16)

179,590
Employees
of which 108,352 employee shareholders

An unlisted company
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23%
Hypermarkets

35%
Ultra-convenience
stores

33%
Supermarkets

Auchan Retail worldwide

1,985

13

points of sale
under the Auchan brand name

countries

France
Luxembourg

Central Europe
and Eastern Europe

634

Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Romania,
Hungary, Tajikistan*

903

Western Europe
Spain, Portugal

393

Asia
Taiwan

22

Africa
Senegal 33
Tunisia*81

*Equity partnership in Magasin Général
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Auchan Retail and its trademarks
Store brands

Global non-food brands
Hygiene & Beauty
Multimedia & EEGP

Toys

Sport

Home & Decor
Fashion & Textiles

Gardens
Luggage
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Auchan 2022
business plan

We are a next generation retailer

In response to changing consumer expectations
and the boom in digital solutions:
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WHO ARE WE ?

•

We promote good, healthy, local products by
designing and selecting a unique, fair and
responsible offer

•

We create connections and experiences to
improve the quality of local people’s lives

•

We are retailers committed to the planet by
combatting food waste and the use of plastics
and by controlling our carbon impact

We promote good, healthy, local products
through a unique, fair and responsible offer
We use our entire ecosystem to select and design a unique
offer:
A reassuring offer
Good, healthy, traceable products that favour local producers and seasonal goods,
and which say “no” to controversial substances, additives and sugar. To achieve this,
we develop our own Auchan Brand products with local manufacturers/SMEs.

A responsible offer
High-quality products that respect the environment and animal welfare, and which
compensate farmers fairly. Auchan’s responsible farming channels (710 worldwide)
are developed with this in mind,

A co-constructed offer
Our communities influence, test, re-examine and rate our products in order to
improve them
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WHO ARE WE ?

We create connections and experiences

We offer a phygital shopping experience tailored to every
desire, and to each moment of our customers’ day-to-day
lives.

Hypermarkets
Phygital

Ultra-convenience
stores

Supermarkets
retailer

The best of formats enhanced by the power of digital technology
(Click & Collect, collection lockers, Drive outlets, walk-in Drive outlets, O2O, etc.)

We turn our stores into experiential and service-oriented
living spaces. Our aim is to simplify our customers’ lives
and enhance our offer
Our contact points become local platforms that are open
to our partners and connected to their ecosystem
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WHO ARE WE ?

We are retailers committed to the planet
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●

Promoting good food and combating
food waste
●
●
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WHO ARE WE ?

Anti-waste zones in all our stores
Partnerships with Too Good To Go, Zero
Waste. 1.5 food baskets saved already

●

Fighting the proliferation of plastics

●

Controlling our carbon footprint

●

●

throughout the value chain: from design to
sale
(products,
waste,
packaging,
shopping bags, etc.)

in line with our COP 21 commitments: 24%
reduction
in
our
in-store
energy
consumption since 2014

@auchannews
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